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FADE IN:

INT. LABORATORY - AFTERNOON

Massive, underground and brightly lit, with no windows

facing the outside world. Throughout, an assortment of

gadgets, toys, computers, cars and robots. The laboratory is

an ordered mess, for the most part.

KLAK-KLAK-KLAK, fast typing breaks the silence. It comes

from a desk partly hidden by a mess of computers and

components.

NEW ANGLE - A COMPUTER MONITOR

Lines and lines of programming code appear at breathtaking

speed on-screen. JADE MCCLOOD, young woman wearing

garage-friendly overalls, types furiously.

Behind her, a number of POSTER-SIZE MAGAZINE COVERS

featuring Jade hang on the wall. One, from INVENTOR’S

WEEKLY, calls Jade their INVENTOR OF THE CENTURY. Jade looks

far better and cleaner on that cover than how she looks now.

Jade stops. She takes out a SMALL CRYSTAL, similar to a

thumb drive, from the side of the monitor. She leaves her

desk and walks to a table off to the side. The table and its

surroundings are immaculate.

Jade thumbs over a SMALL HOLE on the top of the table, and

inserts the small crystal into the hole. The small crystal

fits perfectly, and GLOWS YELLOW. Jade PRESSES A BUTTON next

to the crystal.

A HOLOGRAM boots up, first showing the words "OZONE

RECONSTRUCTION PROGRAM", then a 3D rendering of the whole

world. Rather quickly, a RED GAS starts to engulf the world.

Once fully covered, the hologram flashes OZONE

RECONSTRUCTION COMPLETE.

Jade presses another button, and a GAP in the red gas forms.

The gap is over New York City, represented by the Statue of

Liberty. The Statue of Liberty starts to glow orange, then

bright red, next to it a temperature readout pointing out an

absurdly high temperature.

Jade touches another part of the hologram. This time, a hole

opens up over Washington D.C., represented by the US Capitol

Building. Same results: glows orange, then bright red, and

the temperature spikes.

(CONTINUED)
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Now, Jade touches Moscow, Paris and London, each represented

by the Kremlin, the Eiffel Tower and Big Ben. Again, the

same results: the temperature spikes over these cities.

And Jade grins from ear to ear.

EXT. JADE’S HOUSE - MIDDAY

A nice two-level home in the middle of suburbia, with a

backyard that has some trees and a missile launchpad.

Jade carries a REMOTE with her, its display counting down.

When it reaches zero, Jade PRESSES A BUTTON to launch the

rocket.

ON THE ROCKET - TRACKING - The rocket streams through the

atmosphere. The world underneath it gets smaller and

smaller.

SPACE - CONTINUOUS

The rocket detaches, shooting smaller rockets in all

directions. Each smaller rocket spews a REDDISH GAS in its

path, which unnaturally expands the further the rocket

travels.

ZOOM INTO - the gas, as it is made up of red little

nanomites working their magic to fix the ozone layer.

ZOOM OUT - The red gas expands to cover most of the world.

When it tries to cover the air above London, Paris or

Moscow, it doesn’t, leaving a noticeable gap amidst the red

gas.

QUICK CUTS -

- RESIDENTS in PARIS trying to cool off in the river, to no

relief. -

- PEOPLE inside their offices facing the Kremlin in MOSCOW,

desperately clinging to the A/C. -

- PARLIAMENT in LONDON is listless, succumbing to the heat

as we PAN to reveal the THERMOSTAT at a high temperature,

and climbing. -
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SPACE - CONTINUOUS

The red gas expands, starting to encroach over WASHINGTON

D.C.

EXT. THE NATIONAL MALL - CONTINUOUS

People look up as the red gas stands still over the horizon.

Everyone starts to sweat profusely. Off in the distance,

a TRAIL OF WHITE SMOKE cuts through the red gas.

ON THE TRAIL OF WHITE SMOKE - TRACKING - It’s another

rocket, heading into space.

SPACE - CONTINUOUS

The rocket’s engines give out, releasing its payload moments

before the rocket falls back into the Earth. The rocket

spews out a GREEN GAS that expands and soon covers the gap

over Washington DC left by the red gas.

ZOOM INTO - an intersection point of both gases, down to the

nano level.

The green gas is really GREEN NANOMITES, three times larger

than the red nanomites. The green nanomites make mincemeat

of the red ones - ZOOM OUT

SPACE - CONTINUOUS

The green gas expands from the gap, diffusing the red gas at

the same time. The green gas succeeds in covering the whole

planet, except for ONE HOLE OVER THE USA.

ZOOM INTO - the gap left by the green gas.

EXT. JADE’S HOUSE - MIDDAY

Jade, confused, hits the remote in an attempt to fix what’s

wrong. She turns away from the launchpad, and a tree

spontaneously combusts. Stunned, she searches for the

culprit.

NEW ANGLE - END OF STREET - DR. FEENY, young woman wearing a

lab coat, stands proud and cockish. Both Dr. Feeny and Jade

share THE GLARE, the two most intense glares each can have

towards the other.

NEW ANGLE - OPPOSITE END OF THE STREET - A MYSTERIOUS FIGURE

wearing a HAT AND TRENCH COAT takes notes.
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EXT MANSION - DAY

The kind of East Egg mansion James Gatsby wishes his money

could buy.

INT. MANSION - LABORATORY

The laboratory is a cross between a high school laboratory

and something pulled straight out of a Boris Karloff

Frankenstein movie, only brighter with grand windows facing

the outside world.

HUMANOID ROBOTS clean and tend to the house chores. One

robot cleans diplomas from HARVARD UNIVERSITY and other

universities that hang on the wall. Another cleans CLASS

PICTURES with Dr. Feeny, always wearing her lab coat.

At the other side of the laboratory, there is a TV viewing

area with ARMCHAIRS and AN OFFICE DESK with CHAIR.

Dr. Feeny, wearing her lab coat, sits on one of the

armchairs. She reads "PSYCHOACOUSTIC HALLUCINATIONS: HOW THE

MIND HEARS WHAT IT WANTS TO HEAR" as the TV is muted in the

background.

Suddenly, BEEBIER, A Justin Bieber-like celebrity, appears

in a TV NEWSCAST, which goes over his latest lewd behavior.

The newscast distracts Dr. Feeny from her book.

Suddenly, Dr. Feeny looks at her tome, then the TV, then her

tome once more. Her eyes glint with inspiration.

INT. MANSION - LABORATORY - EVENING

Dr. Feeny wears strapped glasses that have TELESCOPIC

LENSES. Hunched over her desk, she builds and solders

something we can’t see.

Her robot assistants wait on her, like nurses waiting on a

surgeon. At times, Dr. Feeny gestures for different

components:

- A SCREWDRIVER, and Dr. Feeny uses it immediately.

- A PAIR OF PLIERS, and Dr. Feeny yanks a gear loose. She

throws the pliers with the gear away from her.

- A PIZZA, and Dr. Feeny grabs a quick bite before tossing

it aside.

- A SMALL BLOWTORCH, and Dr. Feeny uses it. Sparks fly.
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Finally, it is finished. Dr. Feeny removes her glasses and

grins from ear to ear.

INT. MALL - ANOTHER DAY

Dr. Feeny enters a mall. She is not fully visible as she

heads up the escalators.

INT. MALL - FOOD COURT - CONTINUOUS

PEOPLE are eating at the food court, minding their own

business. Dr. Feeny walks to an open space in the food

court.

QUICK CUTS:

- Dr. Feeny puts on a WHITE, FINGERLESS GLOVE.

- Dr. Feeny puts a large BOOM BOX on the floor and turns it

on.

- Dr. Feeny grabs hold of a WIRELESS MICROPHONE.

A song that hints to Madonna’s "Get into the Groove" plays

from Dr. Feeny’s boom box. Dr. Feeny, now revealed, wears an

outfit reminiscent of the 80s thrift-shop, club-kid look

that Madonna used to wear, only Dr. Feeny wears her lab coat

instead of a denim jacket.

Noticeably, Dr. Feeny wears a CHOKE NECKLACE with a SPEAKER

right on her throat.

Dr. Feeny dances and starts to sing along with the music. As

she sings, the choke necklace lights up. Everyone becomes

hypnotized and slowly start to get up and approach Dr.

Feeny. By the middle of the song, everyone within earshot

dances along with Dr. Feeny in a large, flashmob-like dance.

CUT TO:

SPINNING NEWSPAPER EFFECT

The song keeps playing as these headlines come into focus:

- FEENY-MANIA SWEEPS THE GLOBE, ECONOMIES COLLAPSE BUYING

LATEST SINGLE

- FEENY CONCERT FOR ONE NIGHT, WORLD LEADERS GATHER

- BEEBIER ISOLATED IN CANADA: WORLD REJOICES.

The song ends.
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EXT. STADIUM - NIGHT

Droves and droves of PEOPLE stand outside the stadium,

gathered as a JUMBOTRON shows the concert inside. The

concert’s about to start.

INT. STADIUM - NIGHT - CONTINUOUS

The stage lights up, Dr. Feeny steps out, wearing a new

outfit, along with a newer version of her choke necklace.

Alongside Dr. Feeny, the people we saw at the mall step out

as well. They are now Dr. Feeny’s BACK-UP DANCERS, fully

dressed for the part. Behind them, a MASSIVE jumbotron

broadcasts the show to the stadium audience.

As the hypnotic 80s melody starts, the packed stadium goes

WILD and ROARS in excitement. Even the WORLD LEADERS,

gathered closest to the stage on the arena, can’t control

themselves.

Dr. Feeny’s robot assistants act as crowd control, stopping

the RUSSIAN PRESIDENT, a Stalin-like lookalike, when he

attempts to get on the stage. He rips open his shirt to

reveal a Dr. Feeny tattoo.

Right in the middle of Dr. Feeny’s number, the jumbotron

behind her flashes "Dr. Feeny for World Leader". The crowd

goes nuts.

CROWD

(wild with excitement)

Feeny! Feeny! Feeny! Feeny!

CUT TO: QUICK CUTS -

- Evening. The jumbotron at the feet of the Eiffel Tower

flashes "Dr. Feeny for World Leader". The CHAMP DE MARS

CROWD roars with excitement.

CHAMP DE MARS CROWD

(wild with excitement)

Feeny! Feeny! Feeny! Feeny!

- Sunset. Times Square broadcasts "Dr. Feeny for World

Leader" over all of its screens. The TIMES SQUARE CROWD here

have stopped traffic in Times Square

TIMES SQUARE CROWD

(wild with excitement)

Feeny! Feeny! Feeny! Feeny!
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- Afternoon. In front of the Capitol Records Building in Los

Angeles, a crowd stretches from end to end along HOLLYWOOD

BOULEVARD. It chants "FEENY, FEENY, FEENY"

INT. CAPITOL RECORDS BUILDING - OFFICE - CONTINUOUS

An executive’s corner office, with views to Hollywood

Boulevard. A flat-screen TV is on, muted. The TV shows the

Dr. Feeny’s concert broadcasting live.

Sitting on a chair, an EXECUTIVE nurses a drink and holds

tightly to a newspaper. Along his desk, pictures of him with

Beebier together, holding a number of different awards and

gold-plated records.

The executive rests the newspaper on the desk. Its cover

headline: "BEEBIER ISOLATED IN CANADA: WORLD REJOICES." The

executive <WAILS> at his misfortune.

INT. STADIUM - NIGHT - CONTINUOUS

Dr. Feeny’s assistants hold out MOBILE TABLETS in front of

each world leader. Each tablet clearly shows "LETTERS OF

RESIGNATION" on the screen. The assistants point out to the

world leaders to sign on the dotted line.

One by one, the world leaders sign the letters, using their

FINGERS as styluses. When it’s the RUSSIAN and AMERICAN

president’s turn to sign, BOOM!

The stadium goes dark. Power’s been cut.

NEW ANGLE - CENTER OF STADIUM

A spotlight shines mid-air, bringing to focus Jade, dressed

in her best Kurt Cobain impersonation, standing on a

floating platform with an array of loudspeakers behind her.

With guitar in hand and plugged in, Jade plays a song very

reminiscent of the 90s. Moments later, Dr. Feeny’s collar

shorts out.

One-by-one, crowd members shake their heads and looks around

their surroundings. Confused by where they are, they

disperse from the stadium.

Each world leader destroys a tablet held by Dr. Feeny’s

robots. They too leave the stadium. The American president

consoles the Russian president: the tattoo is still visible

as they leave the stadium.
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Once again, Jade and Dr. Feeny share THE GLARE towards one

another.

INT. LIVING ROOM - CONTINUOUS

A TV is tuned in to a news bulletin of Dr. Feeny’s concert,

showing pictures of the evening’s event, including Jade’s

inpromptu appearance and sudden end of the concert. A TV

reporter narrates the events, but all we hear is <walla>.

Our MYSTERIOUS FIGURE, visible now from the back, makes

notes on a clipboard. The clipboard has pictures and notes

of both Dr. Feeny and Jade.

INT. JADE’S LABORATORY - SOME OTHER DAY

Jade, back in her overalls, welds and puts together large

pieces of machinery. Whatever she’s building, she’s using

everything she can find:

- Wires

- Different metal components.

- A small nuclear reactor with a nuclear warning label

clearly visible.

- The kitchen sink, but she changes her mind and tosses it

to the side.

Jade finishes her work and takes a moment to pat off some

sweat from her forehead. She marvels at what she’s created:

a giant robot.

Jade walks to her holographic table display, where we see

the world projected once more. She enters some final

calculations and voila, little figurines representing her

robot pop up at different world capitals.

Jade’s laboratory has been turned into a manufacturing

plant. Her previous lab equipment is gone, and there are now

a number of assembly lines, each using a myriad of assembly

line robots to construct different components of the giant

robots:

- One set of robots are working on the head

- Another set works on the hands.

- Another set works on the center chassis
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Once completed, the parts are brought to a central location

where a number of other robots work to put them together.

INT. LABORATORY - SOME TIME LATER.

Jade stands on an elevated platform with rows upon rows off

her robots, awaiting her instructions.

Jade is ready, and grins with glee.

INT. HOUSE CHAMBERS OF US CAPITOL - DAY

The House is in session. HOUSE REPRESENTATIVES endlessly

<bicker> with one another about the different bills on the

floor. Other representatives give INTERVIEWS straight from

the House Floor. Business as usual.

Suddenly, the roof is breached by one of Jade’s ROBOTS

ROBOT

(synthesized voice)

How are you gentlemen?

ROBOT

(synthesized voice)

All your city are belong to us.

QUICK CUTS -

- Tokyo, One of Jade’s robots rises from the water. With MT.

FUJI visible from behind it, it heads straight into the

city.

- Moscow, One of Jade’s robots stomps over RED SQUARE, and

keeps on walking through Moscow. Everyone panics and gets

the hell out of the robots way.

- Washington DC, The ARMED FORCES gather miles away from one

of Jade’s robots. The armed forces fire everything they have

at the robot. Tank shells, aerial bombs, cannon fire:

nothing fazes Jade’s robot. It continues walking, crushing

the tanks and other vehicles that didn’t move out of its

way.

INT. ROBOT CONTROL CENTER - DAY

Jade controls one of her robots from within, at its control

center. At the same time, she is able to keep track of her

other robots through the numerous displays the control

center has.
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Jade smiles and lets out a sigh of relief.

EXT. ROBOT - DAY - CONTINUOUS

The robot that Jade controls walks on a street in Washington

DC when it starts to rain.

Soon afterward, the robot SNEEZES.

QUICK CUTS -

- Tokyo, the giant robot takes a step back and begins to

sneeze. It is raining here.

- New York, the giant robot there sneezes a couple of times,

and accidentally collapses the Empire State Building when it

tries to support itself during a sneeze. It is raining here

as well.

- Moscow, the giant robot falls to the ground as a result of

one massize sneeze. Surprise, it’s raining.

- Washington DC, Jade’s robot is on the ground, shaking

every time it sneezes. It is pouring now.

ZOOM INTO THE INSIDE OF A DROPLET on the surface of Jade’s

robot. The raindrop carries a DIGITAL VIRUS, which looks

like an actual virus, only with its CAPSID replaced with

DIGITAL CIRCUITRY that lights on and off.

ZOOM OUT to reveal Jade’s robot in a SNEEZING FIT.

INT. ROBOT CONTROL CENTER - CONTINUOUS

Everything’s breaking down. Gears come loose, panels short

out.

Jade fruitlessly tries to stop the sneezing by pressing

every single button and pulling every lever she can find.

It does nothing.

Finally, Jade presses a large button on the control deck and

ejects, landing safely on the street. Her robot completely

breaks down as it lets go of one MASSIVE SNEEZE.
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EXT. STREET - CONTINUOUS

Standing in the rain, amidst the wreckage of her robot, she

feels the eyes of someone behind her.

NEW ANGLE - DR. FEENY

With a REMOTE in hand, Feeny looks straight at Jade. She

presses a button and it stops raining.

Jade and Dr. Feeny share THE GLARE towards each other once

more, but they are interrupted.

VIDEO GAME ANNOUNCER (V.O.)

A new challenger approaches!

EXT. ROOFTOP - CONTINUOUS

Our MYSTERIOUS FIGURE stands on a rooftop, looking directly

at Jade and Dr. Feeny. He takes off his coat and hat to

reveal himself to be a Dr. Riley, or so his NAME TAG would

suggest.

Dr. Riley is a legally permissible characterization of

Giorgio A. Tsoukalos, the individual from Ancient Aliens who

always believes aliens were responsible for ancient

accomplishments.

Flying saucers appear from behind Dr. Riley, seemingly out

of nowhere. Dr. Riley himself shimmers. His human facade

vanishes and is revealed to be a GREEN REPTILIAN ALIEN.

QUICK CUTS -

- London, a fleet of flying saucers pass by Big Ben and make

their way into London. They shoot laser beams at people and

incoming fighter jets that try to take them down.

- Shanghai, a fleet of flying saucers appear amidst its

skyscrapers. Shanghai residents try to get as far away from

them as they can.

- Roswell, NM, a number of alien fanboys, dressed in tinfoil

headgear and carrying banners begging the aliens to take

them away, stand in the middle of a field. Suddenly, it

dawns on them that these aliens are not going to be nice,

and they run scared.
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EXT. STREET - CONTINUOUS

Dr. Feeny and Jade run together away from the flying

saucers, avoiding their laser beams. Dr. Feeny opens up a

MANHOLE, and both Dr. Feeny and Jade climb down the manhole.

DISSOLVE TO:

SPACE - DAYS LATER

A MOTHERSHIP stands in orbit of the Earth. It’s MASSIVE and

ROUND, reminiscent of a SMALL MOON.

INT. MOTHERSHIP - COUNCIL CHAMBERS - CONTINUOUS

A number of ALIENS gathe in an auditorium. They focus on Dr.

Riley, who showcases several holograms visualizing the

progress his troops have made in capturing the Earth.

BEEP BEEP BEEP: a message comes through.

SPACE - CONTINUOUS

One of Jade’s robots flies towards the mothership. It’s

noticeably hastily built.

INT. ROBOT CONTROL CENTER - CONTINUOUS

Jade and Dr. Feeny are at the controls, guiding the robot.

Behind them, a number of Dr. Feeny’s robot assistants man

other controls. <Alarm sounds> go off and all of the

displays in the control center flash red and show the text

"COLLISION IMMINENT" on the screen.

EXT. MOTHERSHIP - CONTINUOUS

The mothership captures the giant robot in a TRACTOR BEAM

and pulls them in.

INT. MOTHERSHIP - DOCKING BAY - CONTINUOUS

Large, spacious and quite capable of holding an invasion

force. The giant robot is docked next to other flying

saucers. The giant robot’s head faces the hull of the

mothership.

SQUADS of the mothership’s armed personnel come to take

Jade, Dr. Feeny and her assistants away.
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Moments later, after everyone has left, a small port opens

from Jade’s giant robot. It spews a BLUE GAS that heads to

the nearest air duct.

INT. MOTHERSHIP - DETENTION LEVEL - LATER

Dr. Feeny, her assistants and Jade are kept in separate

cells. A FORCE FIELD keeps them from escaping.

Alien guards come to take one of Dr. Feeny’s assistants.

They gesture to Dr. Feeny that she’s next.

The assistants stand idly by. Dr. Feeny meditates while Jade

does her best to probe her cell’s defenses.

Nearby, alien guards with holstered weapons keep a

not-so-close eye on the prisoners.

INT. MOTHERSHIP - POWER CENTER - CONTINUOUS

Arrays and arrays of bright lights and hardware that flicker

to indicate activity.

The blue gas pours out from a nearby air duct and inserts

itself into the closest machine it can find.

ZOOM INTO THE MACHINE - the gas is made up of BLUE NANOMITES

that short out once they grab hold of circuitry.

ZOOM OUT - a number of machines shut down.

INT. MOTHERSHIP - DETENTION LEVEL - CONTINUOUS

The power goes out and the force fields shut down.

Dr. Feeny and Jade spring into action and they punch, kick,

uppercut and judo-chop the guards into unconscious

submission. With Dr. Feeny’s assistants following along,

they head out.

INT. MOTHERSHIP - CORRIDOR - CONTINUOUS

Long, bright and ominous, it connects to a number of other

corridors. Squads of aliens come to capture Dr. Feeny and

Jade.

(CONTINUED)
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Dr. Feeny pulls out a remote and presses a button, forcing

her assistants to reveal a SPEAKER FROM THEIR MOUTHS. The

assistants start playing a different version of Dr. Feeny’s

80s hit song. This version causes pain to the alien

invaders, distracting them from Dr. Feeny and Jade.

Dr. Feeny’s assistants spread out to cover as much space as

they can. Wherever they head to, the aliens suffer the

effects of the music.

INT. MOTHERSHIP - DOCKING BAY - CONTINUOUS

Jade and Dr. Feeny make their way towards their giant robot.

Nearby aliens are curled up, trying to muffle the song.

INT. ROBOT CONTROL CENTER - CONTINUOUS

Jade presses some buttons to power up the robot.

Nothing. The robot doesn’t move.

Jade and Dr. Feeny press a number of other buttons and

levels.

Nothing. Not even a millimeter.

Dr. Feeny looks at a display and confirms their suspicion:

they’re stuck, held down by the mothership.

Without a moment to spare, Jade launches a pair of missiles

at the mothership’s hull, opening a wide gap and breaching

the ship’s atmosphere at the same time.

Jade initializes the command center ejection procedure as

Dr. Feeny buckles up. Jade buckles up as well.

Jade presses one final button, and ejects the command center

from the robot.

Looking on at the mothership, both Dr. Feeny and Jade wait.

Once they’re sufficiently far away, Dr. Feeny takes out her

remote and presses another button.

INT. MOTHERSHIP - CORRIDOR - CONTINUOUS

The song ends. The assistant’s eyes light up red.

They explode.
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EXT. MOTHERSHIP - CONTINUOUS

The mothership explodes.

QUICK CUTS -

- Tokyo, the flying saucers leave the city. People rejoice.

- New York, looking at Downtown with a view of the Statue of

Liberty, the flying saucers leave the city in haste.

- Paris, a number of flying saucers leave the city. But, in

a moment of hesitation, one of the flying saucers steals a

baguette from a Parisian on the street. Once inside, this

flying saucer flies away fast, lest it get caught in the

wrath of the Parisian whose bread it stole.

SPACE - CONTINUOUS

Jade and Dr. Feeny stream through the Earth’s atmosphere,

heading uncontrollably towards the West Coast of the United

States.

INT. ROBOT CONTROL CENTER - LATE AFTERNOON - CONTINUOUS

Dr. Feeny and Jade look at each other, and both

simultaneously reach to press the same button on the control

panel.

EXT. ROBOT CONTROL CENTER - CONTINUOUS

A parachute opens, slowing down its descent.

It makes a safe landing in Santa Monica Beach.

EXT. SANTA MONICA BOARDWALK - SUNSET

Dr. Feeny and Jade triumphantly look at each other.

Both look onwards at the sunset.

Moments later, each enacts THE GLARE towards the other, both

doing so at the same time.

THE END.


